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By a central topological group we mean a group G such that G/Z is compact,

where Z (or Z(G)) denotes the center of G. A locally compact group satisfying

this condition will be called a [Z]-group, and [Z] denotes the class of these groups.

In [7] we developed the structure theory of [Z]-groups; in particular, we showed

that every [Z]-group G obeys the following Structure Theorem: G=VxH (direct

product), where V is a vector group and H contains a compact open normal

subgroup K(3).

Both the structure theory and, as will be shown in this paper, the representation

theory of fZ]-groups generalize and unify in a natural manner the corresponding

theories for compact groups on the one hand and for locally compact abelian groups

on the other. In fact, many of the features common to these two classes appear

in their natural setting only when viewed as being characteristic of [Z]-groups.

In addition, there are strong indications that [Z] marks the utmost degree of

generality in which all these features are still present; not the least of these is the

fact that the representation theory of [Z]-groups is essentially finite-dimensional.

By contrast, that of the slightly larger class of [FIA]~-groups is not; an [FIA]~-

group being a locally compact group G such that 8(G), the group of inner auto-

morphisms, has compact closure in 31(G), the group of all topological group

automorphisms of G, in the natural topology. The class [FIA]~ was introduced by

R. Godement [4]. (For a full discussion of the relation between [Z] and [FIA]~, see

[7].) The finite-dimensionality of representations referred to above in combination

with the compactness condition which defines [Z] allows us to obtain less general

but considerably sharper results than those laid down by Godement in [6]. The

present paper gives complete proofs of the results announced in Bull. Amer. Math.

Soc. 72 (1966), 836-841, under the same title.

The paper is organized as follows. After establishing the basic definitions and a

number of technical results in §1 we proceed to the proof of the fundamental fact

that continuous irreducible unitary Hubert space representations of [Z]-groups are

finite-dimensional (Theorem 2.1) and we obtain an orthogonality relation for the
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coefficient functions of such representations. An application is made to a problem

in the theory of discrete groups. In §3 we utilize the Gelfand-Raikov Theorem to

prove that [Z]-groups are maximally almost periodic, i.e., belong to [MAP];

from this and results of [7] it follows that they satisfy the hypothesis of Takahashi's

Duality Theorem [18]. Further results are that continuous functions and continuous

central functions on a [Z]-group G can be approximated uniformly on compact

subsets of G by representative functions and linear combinations of characters,

respectively. In addition, the characters separate the conjugacy classes of G.

§4 contains a formula which characterizes, up to normalization, characters of

irreducible representations of [Z]-groups. Then follow two irreducibility criteria

for continuous finite-dimensional unitary representations (Theorem 4.3) and an

application. We conclude this section with a result on nilpotent groups.

In §5 we study the possibility of "extending" group characters (continuous

homomorphisms into the circle group) from certain central subgroups of a group

G to continuous irreducible unitary representations of the whole group; G is

assumed to be either an [M^P]-group or a [Z]-group (Theorem 5.1, Corollary 1,

and Theorem 5.5, respectively). In the latter case, essential use is made of the

structure theorem for [Z]-groups as quoted above. This extension theorem utilizes

and generalizes a result of Pontrjagin concerning the extension of group characters

in abelian groups. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 concern representations of bounded degree;

they generalize results of I. Kaplansky [10]. Theorem 5.2 as well as the extension

theorems depend on a result (Theorem 5.1) which analyses the irreducible repre-

sentations of a compact subgroup of an [M^F]-group G in terms of those of G.

Next we characterize countable discrete [Z]-groups making use of a recent result

of E. Thoma [19]. It should be remarked that the extension theorems derived here

shed light on those found in §3 of [7] and yield an alternative proof of Theorem 3.1

independent of infinite-dimensional representation theory. §5 closes with a theorem

on locally faithful representations.

In §6 an orthogonality relation is derived which augments the one in §2. The final

result is a criterion for equivalence of irreducible representations of a [Z]-group.

Finally the authors would like to thank J. Alperin for a number of useful

discussions on representation theory of discrete groups.

1. Preliminaries. We begin with a section containing basic definitions and

some results of a technical nature which we require for our investigation.

Definition. (1) Let G be a topological group. Consider continuous finite-

dimensional irreducible unitary representations p of G on the complex vector space

V0; we denote the degree of p by d„ or deg p and the identity map on V„ by Idp.

Form equivalence classes of these representations, with respect to unitary equiv-

alence, and choose one representation from each class. We denote by 01 (or .^(G))

the totality of all such representations. (2) If p e 0t we denote by pi} the coordinate

functions associated with p relative to some orthonormal basis of Vp, by \p the
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character of p, and by H (or 3E(G)) the family of all such characters. (3) We denote

by J^ (or J^(G)), J^ (or K{G)), and J^0 (or J^0(G)), respectively, the algebras

of complex-valued functions on G which are continuous, (left) uniformly con-

tinuous^), and continuous with compact support; by ^(or ^(G)) the subalgebra

of 3FU consisting of representative functions associated with representations in ^,

and by ^ (or ^(G)) the subalgebra of ^ consisting of the central functions—a

central function being one which is constant on the conjugacy classes of G. (4) As

usual, a subset S of G is called invariant if it is stable under the inner auto-

morphisms of G. In general, we denote by G ■ S the orbit of S under the inner

automorphisms of G. If /e^ and x e G then fx denotes the left translate of /

by x, ix.,fx{y)=f{xy); and xa/denotes the conjugate of/by x, i.e., (xAf)(y)

=f(xyx~1). The restriction of/ to a subset S of G is denoted by/s. If S is a subset

of G on which/is bounded, ||/||s stands for lub {\f(x)\/x e S}. The support of/

is denoted by Supp/ Finally, j"G/z dx denotes the normalized Haar integral on G/Z,

and |G dx and Jz dz are left invariant Haar integrals on G and Z respectively;

normalized so that JG=JZJG/Z; the associated Haar measures are denoted by

H-aiz, Mg, and /¿z.

All notation not explicitly defined will be standard. At times elements of ^.(G/Z)

will be regarded as elements of ^(G).

Theorem 1.1. Assume that G e [Z]. There exists a linear operator #:

with the following properties:

(1) Iffe&ur\&!thenf#=f.

(2) ///e^0 rÄen Supp/#£GBSupp/, andf#s&Co.

(3) i/".F «j a compact invariant subset of G then \f#\F<¡ \f\P.

(4) Iffearthenf#e&r.

Proof. For/in 3FU and j in G, define

/#(>>)= f    (xAf)(y)dx(?).
Jaiz

Evidently, for each y, (xAf)(y) is a continuous function on G/Z. One checks

easily that # is linear. Now we have

f#(tyr1)=¡   (xAf)(tyt-i)dx= f   ((xí)-A/)(7)^= f   (x/a/Xj)^,
Jg/z Jaiz Jaiz

(*) Since, as was shown in [7], G has small invariant neighborhoods of 1, i.e., G e [SIN],

as is well known, the left and right uniform structures on G coincide.

(6) It follows from Theorem 1.1 that in the case of compact groups the # operator as

defined above, coincides with an operator used implicitly by Pontrjagin in [16]. (In this context,

see the Remark following Theorem 1.2.) Segal [17] explicitly defines an operation like #

when considering direct sums of compact and abelian groups while in work of Godement [4],

[6] the # operator is defined in a slightly more general setting.
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and by the translation invariance of jGIZ dx the last expression equals f#(y).

Hence /# 6 ^£(G). Let e > 0 be given and choose a symmetric neighborhood Ue

of 1 in G with the property that if y21yi e Ue then |/(ji)—f(y2)\ <«. Since G has

small invariant neighborhoods of 1 (by Theorem 4.2 of [7]), we may assume that

Us is invariant. Then

\f#(yO-f*(yù\ * f   KxAfXyO-ixAfXy^dx.
Jgiz

But if y2 1y1 £ Us then one sees easily from the above that

KxAfXyi)-(xAfXy2)\ < e,

for all x in G/Z. Hence it follows that f# is uniformly continuous. Thus

/#eJ^n^.

(1) If /e^ n ^ then it follows immediately from the definition of # that

f#(y)=f(y)-
(2) If, for a fixed j, (/a/)(j)=0, for all / in G/Z, then/#(j) = 0. Hence if

f#(y)¿0, there is a t in G such that f{tyt~ ^O. Let x=tyt~1. Then y=t~1xt and

/(jc)^0. Thus

WOO / 0} £ GB{x//(x) * 0} £ GBSupp/.

Hence Supp/#£ G/Z« Supp/and since both G/Z and Supp/are compact, this

implies that Supp/# is compact.

(3) We have

lub {| f#(y)\/y e F} í lub {J^ \(xAf)(y)\ dx/y e f}-

The integrand is S ||/||GBF. Since Fis invariant, this implies that ||/# \p£ \\f\\F.

(4) Since # is linear, it suffices to show that pf} e &,, where p e M and p{x) = (p^x)).

Since p is a representation,

(xAptj)(y) =   2  PikWPkiiyhiA*'1),
k,l = l

where x is an element of G belonging to the inverse image of x. Now pucWpi^x'1)

is a function on G/Z. For if x e G and z e Z, then

Pikixz)plj{{xz)-1) = (p(xz) ® pC*"1*""1))»*«

= (M*) ® p(*_1))0>(z) ® ^_1))W

But /j(x)/3(z) =/>(z)p(x), and since ¿> is irreducible it follows from Schur's Lemma

that p(z) = \{z)Id¡¡, for each z in Z, so that />(z) ® /j(z"1) = /(¡2. Thus

Hence

Pik(x)pi1{x-1)pM(y) = giMi(x)pkl(y),
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and therefore

du

pfÀy) = y pki(y)( \   giMÂ*) dx\
icjíi \Jaiz I

which proves (4).

We require the following

Lemma. In a [Z]-group G every compact set is contained in a compact invariant

neighborhood of 1. Moreover, G = UZ, where U is a compact invariant symmetric

neighborhood of 1.

Proof. If C is a compact subset of G then C is contained in a compact neighbor-

hood E of 1. Since G/Z is compact, the set GmE is also compact and is an

invariant neighborhood of 1 containing C.

Since G/Z is compact and G is locally compact, G=CZ, where C is a compact

subset of G. Then C is contained in a compact invariant symmetric neighborhood

C/of l,and G =UZ.

Theorem 1.2(6). If G is a [Z]-group then there is a nonnegative function

w e ^0 n &, with the property that, for any function f in ^C{G/Z),

f    /(*)<**= f w(x)f(x)dx.
Jaiz Ja

We shall refer to such a function as a weighting function.

Proof. Write G= C/Zas in the Lemma. Since U is compact, there is a nonnegative

function g in ^0(G) satisfying g(u) = l, for all u in U. Since ge&'Jfi), we may

apply # to g. Because of the invariance of U it follows from the definition of # that

g#(u) = 1, for m in U. Moreover, g#^0, and by (2) of Theorem 1.1, g# e ^0(G).

Hence, for the purpose of proving the present theorem, we may assume that

¿fe-^(G).

For each x in G, consider (gx)z. Evidently, this function is nonnegative and has

compact support in Z. Define h{x) = ¡z (gx)z(z) dz. Since (gx)z 6 ^(Z), A e <^(G).

Let xgG and write x=uz, where wet/ and zeZ Then (gx)z(z~1)=g(xz~1)

=g(u) = l, so that {gx)z is positive at z_1; hence h(x)>0, for every x in G. Define

w(x)=g(x)//i(A-). Then w e 8FCa and w is nonnegative. For zx in Z, we have

A*(Zl) = A(jczO = £ g»i(z) & = £ g*(z) & = A(x),

(6) The technique of proof employed here is similar to that of P. Cartier in [1]. We remark

that his proof applies to a more general situation than the one considered here but cannot yield

the fact that the weighting function is central. In any case, such functions have been used in

classical Fourier analysis for half a century in converting integrals over a period of a periodic

function to integrals over the whole real line.
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so that (hx)z is the constant function with value h{x). Therefore,

f {wx)z(z)dz = f {{gx)z/{hx)z){z)dz = (l/h(x)) f (g*)z(z)rfz = 1,
J Z J z J z

for each x in G. Moreover,

g*v*_1(z) = gixyx'^z) = gixyzx-1) = g(yz) = g\z),

since g is central. Thus (gxyxl)z = (gy)z and therefore h e ^(G), by the definition

of A. It follows that w e ^(G).

Now assume/e &á(G/Z) and let xeG. Clearly ((w/)*)z = (w*)z(/*)z and hence

jz (WYUz) dz=¡z(wx)z{z)(fxUz) dz.

Now, for z in Z, fx(z) =f{xz) =f(x), so that {fx)z is the constant function on Z

with value /(x). From this and from the above one sees immediately that

Jz ((w/)*)z(z) dz=f(x), for every x in G. But then

f  (W/X*) ¿X =   f       ( f   ((W/)*)Z(Z) &) £tt =   f      Ri) di.
Ja Jaiz \Jz I Jaiz

Remark. We note that by means of this weighting function one can convert all

relations involving integrals over G/Z into relations involving integrals over G.

For example, the # operator is given by

my) = ¡G<x)Axyx-^)dx.

Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 1.2 shows that if G is itself compact then w

can be chosen to be constant. Since the normalization of the Haar integral on G/Z

forces that constant to be 1, it follows that if G is compact and fe &&G/Z) then

Jg/M dx=$Glzf(x) dx. In particular, the # operator, in this case, is given by

f#(y) = jGf(xyx-i)dx.

Proposition. If G has a compact invariant neighborhood of 1 then G is unimodular.

In particular, [Z]-groups are unimodularÇ).

The (easy) proof of this proposition will be omitted.

Definition. Let G be a locally compact group. We say that G has small central

functions if for each neighborhood U of 1 in G there is a nonnegative function

/ffeiion^ satisfying the conditions

(1) Supp/^S U,

(2)/ü(l)>0.

Theorem 1.3. Ge [SIN] if and only if G has small central functions. In particular,

if G e [Z], then G has this property.

C) This is clear from (4).
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Proof. Assume G € [SIN] and let U be a compact neighborhood of 1. Let S be

a compact invariant symmetric neighborhood of 1 in G that satisfies 52£ U.

Define/,: G-+R by

Mx) = /»„(S n xS)      (x e G).

Clearly, oo>/j,(l)^Mx)^0. Since x i SS~l implies S n,xS=0, it follows that

Supp/^S U. Using the invariance of S and the unimodularity of G, one shows by a

direct calculation that f0(x)=fv(yxy~1), for all x, y in G, i.e., that/c is central.

If X is a subset of G denote by ^x its characteristic function. Then ^(^s)*"1

is the characteristic function of S n xS, so that fu(x)=jg(f>s(y)(<ps)x~1(y)dy.

Since S is symmetric, it follows that <f>s(x~1y) = <ps(y~1x), so that

/c/M = J <ps(y)My~lx) dy = </>s* </>s(x),

where * denotes the convolution. Since the convolution of a bounded function

with an Lj-function is uniformly continuous [ll],/u is continuous.

Conversely, assume that G has small central functions. Let U be a neighborhood

of 1 and /p the corresponding function. Since fu is continuous, there exists a

neighborhood S of 1 such that, for all s in S, (lßVM)iftfo)i(?fflfdQ)' Then
fv(s)>0, so that Ss U. Since fu is central, we ha\efu(xsx~1)—fu(x)>0, for every

x in G. Hence xSx~1^U, i.e., S£x_1{/x, and therefore S^f]xeax~1Ux. Then

PUeG x~lTJx is an invariant neighborhood of 1 contained in Í7.

2. Finite-dimensionality of representations and an orthogonality relation.    By

modifying a computation of Nachbin's [14] which yields the finite-dimensionality

of irreducible unitary representations of compact groups we get a generalization of

this fact for [Z]-groups as well as an orthogonality relation for coefficients of an

irreducible unitary representation which likewise generalizes the corresponding

one for compact groups.

Proposition. Let G e [Z] and let pbe a continuous irreducible unitary representa-

tion of G on the complex Hubert space V. Then :

(1) For each choice ofu, v, u', v' in V the function defined by (px(u), v} (px(u'), t/> "

(where xeG and ~ denotes complex conjugation) is in ^.(G/Z).

(2) To p corresponds a positive real number cp = $GIZ \(px(u), v}\2dx, where u

and v are any vectors in V of norm 1.

(3) (px(u), v) ipx(u'), v") - dx - cB(u, "'> <v, v') -,
Jaiz

for all u, v, u', v' in V.

Proof. (1) Let zsZ{G). Since p is a representation, p(x)p(z) = p(z)p(x), for each

x in G. Hence, by the Hubert space version of Schur's Lemma [11, 15], p(z) = A(z)/,
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where A(z) e C and / is the identity map of V. Since p(z)~1 = p(z)*, we have

|A(z)|2=l. Thus

<PzPÁu), v}<PzPx(u'), t/)>" = X(zXpM, v>[Kz)]-<Px(u% v'y-

= <px(fi),v>(px(u'),v'y-.

Since p is weakly continuous, the function in question is in ¿FC(G/Z).

Now we shall establish (2) and (3). Consider

<f>(u, v, u', v') =        <px(u), v)(Px(u'), v'y dx.
Jaiz

For fixed u, u', this function is linear in v' and conjugate linear in v. Moreover

because of the Schwarz Inequality and the fact that p is unitary, \<f>(u, v, u', v')\ ^

llMll Ml II"'II Mil- Consequently, for fixed u, u', <f>(u, v, u', v') can be represented

by a bounded operator. Specifically, there exists a family 5UU- of bounded operators

on K satisfying {Bu¡v,{v'), v) = </>(u, v, «', v'). But then, because of the invariance of the

Haar integral on G/Z, we have (BUwU.(py(v')), v)=jGIZ (pyx(u), v} <pyx(u'), Py(v')} ~ dx.

However, since </>„*(«'), />„(»')> = </>*(«'), «O and <pyx(u),vy = (px(u),p*(v)y, it

follows that

<Btt,u-(j>y(v')), v} = i    <pM, PÏ(v)><Px(u'), »'>" dx = (BuXW), pî(p)>.
Jaiz

Since the last term equals (pyBUtU.(v'), v) we conclude that (Buu,(py(v')), t>> =

(.PyBu,u'(v')> v), for all y in G and u, v, u', v' in V. It follows that BuXpy = pyBu¡u,,

for all j in G and u, u', in V. Hence, by Schur's Lemma, Bu_u.=ß(u, u')I so that

Saiz (px(u\ »XpiM. v'y~ dx=ß(u, u')(v', v). On the other hand, since p is unitary,

(px(u), v)(Px(u'), v'}- =<«, Px- i(r)><«', Px-i(t/)>~> so that

<Bu,Av'l »> =  f    <«, />«"'(»)> <"'> ft." '(O) " <**
Jgiz

= \     <u,pJv)><M',pJv')ydx,
Jaiz

because of the unimodularity of G/Z. The last term equals

í    <PÁV), «'></>», u)'dx = ß(v', »)<«, «'>
Jg/z

and therefore ß{u, u')(v', v}=ß(v', v)(u, u"), for all «, u, m', v' in K. Let 0'=t> and

let v be any fixed nonzero vector. Then ß(u, u')=ß(v, v)\\v\\ ~2(u, u"), i.e., ß(u, u')

= £■„<"> u'} where, as is easily seen, cp is a constant that does not depend upon v.

Thus

i    </>*("), »> </>*("')> v'} - dx = c„(u, «'> <»', »>.
Jg/z
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Let u' = u, v' = v and assume ||w|| = \\v\\ = 1 in the last equation. Then

f    \<Px(ü),vy\2dx = c0\\u\ñv\\2 = cp.
Jaiz

By taking u=v in this equation we see that cp>0 because the integrand is non-

negative and has value 1 at x=\, since for zeZ(G) we have p(z) = A(z)7, where

|A(z)| = l.

Theorem 2.1. Let G e [Z] and pbe a continuous irreducible unitary representation

of G on the complex Hubert space V. Then p is finite-dimensional^).

Proof. Let {v{ \ i el} be a maximal orthonormal family in V. For any finite

subset Vx,...,vnof this family we have

i » 1 tel

and since p is as before and ||t;t|| = 1 each summand in either of these sums, by the

preceding Proposition, represents a function in ¿FC(G/Z). Hence, and by the above

inequality,

C     » -of
> I <px(Vi), «i> |2 dx = >        | <px(vt), v¿ |2 dx

Jaiz ¡ = i (=i Jaiz

= ncD<>  [    %\<pjpd,vù\2di.
Jaiz i

Since p is unitary, {px(vt)}, for every x, is also a maximal orthonormal family in V.

By Parseval's Equation, || t>i ||2 = 2ie/1 (px(Vi), v^ \2 = 1. Hence ncp ̂  1. Since cp > 0,

n is bounded and the theorem follows.

In light of Theorem 2.1 we can reformulate the Proposition in a more realistic

way.

Theorem 2.2. Let Ge[Z] and p e 01(G). For \\u\\ = \\v\\ = 1 we have

Í    \<px(u),v>\2dx = dp-K
Jaiz

Moreover, for each u, v, u', v' in Vp, we have

<px(u), v) ipx(u'), v") - dx = d~ \u, u") iv, v") ~.
Jaiz

Proof. Utilizing the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 we see that if {r1; v2,..., vd¡>}

is an orthonormal basis for Vp, then for each / = 1.dp we have

i    \<pAvd,vù\2dx = cp
Jaiz

(8) Theorem 2.1 as announced in [4] is false for [FIA]'-groups, as was pointed out by

Mautner [12].
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and therefore

dpce = I f    I <pjvd, vu 12 dx = f    f I </»><), »i> 12 <**•
(=1 Jg/z Jg/z i = l

However, since p is unitary, {px(vt)}, for every x, is also an orthonormal basis for

Vp. We may therefore conclude from Parseval's Equation and from the above that

dpCp = 1. The second assertion made in Theorem 2.2 is (3) of the Proposition. The

next corollary follows directly.

Corollary 1. Let vu ..., vi0 be as above and let p(x) = (ptj(x)) be the matrix

representation of p relative to this basis. Then

Pu(.x)[pjk(x)]- dx = d;1 SikSjt
Jaiz

and, in particular, jG/z \xP\2dx = l.

One can reformulate Corollary 1 in terms of integration over G.

Corollary 2. For any choice of the weighting function w, as constructed in

Theorem 1.2, the system of functions {d]¡2wV2pKj \ i,j=\,..., dp} is in ^0(G) and

therefore in L2(G). Moreover, it is orthonormal in L2(G). And, in particular,

jaw(x)\xp(x)\2dx=l.

The method of proof of the Proposition and of Theorem 2.1 has another

consequence, namely

Theorem 2.3. Let G be an abstract group with center affinité index (i.e., G e [Z])

and let p be any irreducible unitary representation of G(9). Then dp^[G:Z]; in

particular, these representations are of bounded degree.

Proof. We show, in general, that, for G/Z compact and p in St(G), dp f¿ l//¿G/z(Í)>

where Í is the identity of G/Z. This formula is meaningful only if Z has finite

index. In fact, via countable additivity, /uG/z(i) is positive if and only if Z is of

finite index in G; and in this case, p.GIZ(\) = \/\G:Z\.

Continuing the proof we assume given v in V (= Vp) such that ||i>| = 1. For z in

Z(G) we have, as in the proof of the Proposition, p(z) = X(z)I, where |A(z)|2=l.

Hence | (pz(v), v} |2 = 1. If ^j denotes the characteristic function of {i} then, since

the function x-> \{px(v), v)\2 is in SFC(<3/Z) (by the Proposition) and since the

value of this function at 1 is 1, we obtain

MG/z(Í) =  Í     H <pM, v)\2dxS  ¡     | <Px(v), v>\2dx = dp-\
Jaiz Jaiz

by Theorem 2.2. Therefore d0á l//¿G/z(Í)> and as was mentioned, if [G:Z] is finite

then the last quantity equals [G:Z].

(9) By Theorem 2.1, p is finite-dimensional.
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Remark. Actually, for discrete groups, a more general fact is known about

representations of bounded degree for which we give a direct proof, and in addition

obtain a sharpening of the estimate, in Theorem 2.3; we exploit this in Theorem 5.3

where we pursue this topic.

3. Separation and approximation theorems. A direct consequence of Theorem

2.1 together with the theorem of Gelfand-Raikov (see Naimark [15]) is that the

set of all continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of a

[Z]-group G separates the points of G and, evidently, then so does M(G). Hence

Theorem 3.1. If G € [Z] then S/t separates the points of G, i.e., [Z]-groups are

[MAP]-groups(10).

In view of the last theorem together with Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.4 of [7],

[Z]-groups satisfy the hypothesis of the Duality Theorem of Takahashi [18] which

unifies the well-known duality theorems of Pontrjagin and Tannaka.

We shall see in §5, as a result of Theorem 5.5, that Theorem 3.1 can be derived

without appealing to the results of Gelfand and Raikov.

Theorem 3.2. Let F be a compact subset of a [Z]-group G, let fe ¡Fc, and let e

be a positive number. Then there is a function g in &\ satisfying \f—g\F<e.

Proof. It follows from the definition of ^ that it is a complex subspace of !FU.

Moreover, it is a subalgebra. To prove this it is sufficient to show that if p and

a e 0t and ptJ and aM are coefficient functions of p, a respectively, then PaaM e !Fr.

Now p ® a is a continuous finite-dimensional unitary representation of G and

hence is semisimple. Thus, for a suitable unitary operator U,

p®a= í/(r10T2e---©TOí/-1,

where the t* are irreducible unitary representations. It is easy to see that, since

each t* is unitarily equivalent to an element of £%, we may assume that, actually,

t1 e ¿%. From this and from the above, one then deduces that puak, e ^r. In addition

to this the representation p, defined by p(x) — [p{x)] ~ is also continuous, finite-

dimensional, unitary, and irreducible. Hence p=UoU~1, where oe¿% and U is

unitary. Hence ^ is closed under conjugation. Since ^ also contains the constants,

Theorem 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1 and the Stone-Weierstrass-Theorem.

For reasons of convenience we quote the following result.

Proposition 3.1 (Burnside-Frobenius-Schur). Let G be an abstract group,

p1, p2,..., pr a set of mutually inequivalent irreducible finite-dimensional representa-

tions of G and {pk¡ \ i,j=l,..., deg pk; k=l,..., r) the corresponding coordinate

functions. Then the family {pk¡} is linearly independent in 3FC.

(10) If G is a connected [Z]-group, then Theorem 3.1 in combination with the theorem of

Freudenthal-Weil gives an alternative proof of Theorem 4.3 of [7],
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This theorem was proven by Burnside for r= 1 and by Frobenius and Schur in

general (around the turn of the century); a proof may be found in van der Waerden

[20].

Proposition 3.2 (after Pontrjagin [16]). If G is any group the linear span of X

equals J^ n J^.

Proof. Since characters are central representative functions, it is clear that the

linear span of ï is contained in J^ n ^.

Now suppose/e 3>\ n !FZ. Then

t     degr ok

/(*) =22  ciVoW,       where eg 6 C.
k= i i,y=i

Define AW = 2?,%"ï <&&x), for Jfe-1,.... r. Then

fkiyxy-1) = 2 eft^tar1) = 2 c«2 ^(J'KmWAÍJ-1)
i.y i.y I,m

= 2í2c^«(>')A(j-1))pfmW.
¡,m  \f,y /

Now let dUy) = 2u íf/ftIOOÁO'"1)- Then, since/is central,

r     deg /jfc

fix) =f(yxy-1) = 2 A(^_1) =22 ¿A-OOpW*)-

Hence, and by Proposition 3.1, cfm = dkm{y), for each triple (/, m, k), i.e.,

^ck,pkl{y)pklj{y-1) = ckm,

i.j

and hence fk(yxy~1) = '2ii¡m ckmpkm(x)=fk(x), so that each fk is central. The proof

will be complete if we can show that if g = 2?.7=öi c«fty> where p is irreducible and

g is central, then g=Axe, where A e C. Since g is central, it follows that g(xy)=g(yx),

for each x, y in G. Hence

2 ctif>uÁx)PkÁ.y) =  2  c*v ft,*,0') /v/(*).
f.*.* i'.y'.k'

so that, for fixed j,

2 (2 ciiPkj{y)\pik{x) = 2 (2 ci'ilPilk'(y)\pk'iix).

Applying Proposition 3.1 to this we obtain

2 cuPkAy) = 2 c''k moo. or 2 c<> p*¿y)= 2 Píi(^)cJfc,
y i1 y y

for each pair (/, k). If we denote the matrix (cy) by C the last equation states that

pyCt — Cipy, for each y in G, where C* is the transpose of C. Since p is irreducible,

we have Ct = XI=C, by Schur's Lemma.
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Theorem 3.3. Let F be a compact subset of the [Z]-group G, fs^cr\ 3FZ, and

e be a positive number. Then there exist pk in M and ck in C (k= 1,..., r) such that

||/-2*-i<wlU<«-
Proof. Replacing, if necessary, F by the compact set G ■ F which contains F

and is invariant, we may assume that F is invariant. By Theorem 3.2, there exists a

function g in ^ satisfying ||/— g||p < «. Assume for the moment that fe SFU. Then,

since ge&u, f—ge&u. We apply # (Theorem 1.1) and conclude that (f-g)#

=f#—g#=f—g#, since /e^jj. Moreover, g#eJ^ni^. By Proposition 3.2,

S#=X=i CkXe"- Thus (f-i)#=f-Tk=i ckXp", so that by Theorem 1.1,

/- 2 w   = Kf-gfh i \\f-g\\< e.

Now let / be any element of ß\.. By Urysohn's Lemma, choose a function

/x e &\.0 such that ( f-¡)F = 1 and let f2 =ffi ■ Evidently, f2 e ^0. Since f2 has compact

support, it is uniformly continuous, and the part of the theorem already proven

applies to/2. Since/Jr=(/2)i-, the proof is complete.

Theorem 3.4. If G e [Z] then 3£ separates the conjugacy classes of G.

Proof. Let x and y be nonconjugate elements of G (if such elements exist) and

>x< and >.y< their conjugacy classes. Since G e [Z], >x< and >>>< are compact (see

[7], Theorem 4.2). Since >x< and >j< are disjoint and G is a locally compact

Hausdorff space there is a compact neighborhood U of >x< disjoint from >j<.

Hence there is a function /in ^ such that 1 ̂ /äO,/>Ä< = 1 and Supp/s U. Then

/is uniformly continuous and/>i/<=0. Applying # we find that/#(*) = 1 and

f#(y)=Q. By Theorem 2.1,/#eFun^. Since >x< u )y( is compact, there

exists (by Theorem 3.3) a linear combination of characters such that

II fc=l \\>X<u>y<

Then evidently, for some k, xPk(x) 7e XoKj)- This completes the proof.

4. The character formula, irreducibility criteria, and an application.

Lemma 4.1. Let G be any group and p and a irreducible unitary representations of

G. If p and a are equivalent in GL(n, C) then they are unitarily equivalent.

In fact, the following more general result is well-known : Let p and a be unitary

representations of G on a Hubert space. If p and a are equivalent by a bounded

operator then they are unitarily equivalent.

Theorem 4.1. For any group G, the map p -> Xpfiom 3$ to £ is bijective.

Proof. Suppose Xp(x)=xÁx), for all x in G. For x=l, this gives dp = da; denote

this number by n. Then, for all x in G, 2"=i p¡í(x) = 2?=i <*«(*)• If p and a are
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unequivalent then this constitutes a nontrivial dependence relation and contradicts

Proposition 3.1. Hence p and a are equivalent in GL(n, C) and therefore, by Lemma

4.1, they are unitarily equivalent.

Theorem 4.2. Let G e [Z] and pe0t. Then xP is almost periodic and satisfies the

functional equation

(*) fW(t) = /(l) f   Rxsx-'t) dx      (s, t e G).
Jaiz

Conversely, if fis any nontrivial almost periodic function satisfying (*) then

/(l)     X„(D'

for a unique p in 0t.

Before giving the proof we remark that Theorem 4.2 generalizes the classical

character Tormula for compact groups. (See Weil [21].) For (as was stated in §1)

if G is compact and/e^(G/Z) then \Gf(x)dx=\GiZf(x)dx, and elements of

&c(G) are almost periodic. In addition, Theorem 4.2 shows that in the case of an

abelian group G a function / in ^(G) is a group character if and only if it is

almost periodic and//(l) is a continuous homomorphism of G into the multiplica-

tive group of C.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. We extend the # operator (as defined in Theorem 1.1) to

representations by defining

p#(s) =        p(xsx~*) dx.
Jaiz

This makes sense because, for s fixed, p(xsx_1) is a continuous operator-valued

function on G/Z. For t in G, we have

P(t)p#(s)p(t)-i = f    p(t)p(xsx-')p(t)-1 dx = f    P((tx)s(tx)-i)dx.
Jaiz Jaiz

By the invariance of the Haar integral this equals jGIZ p(xsx~v) dx, so that

p(t)p#(s) = p#(s)p(t), for all s, t in G. Since p is irreducible, it follows that p#(s) = X(s)I

and therefore A(s)=(tr p#(s))/dp. On the other hand,

tr/3#(i)=y|     p^xsx-^dx = i    xeixsx-^dx = xf(s).
i= i Jaiz Jaiz

Since Xp is central, it follows from this and from Theorem 1.1 that A(j)=xfl(j) dp1

and therefore

(**) p(xsx~1)dx = Xp(s)dp1I.
Jaiz
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It now follows that, for each / in G,

( f    pixsx-1) dx)p(t) = f    pÇpcsx-h) dx = Xp(s) d~ V(0,
\Jaiz I Jaiz

and, from this, that xP satisfies (*); simply take the trace in the last equation.

Clearly, xP is almost periodic.

Conversely, suppose / satisfies (*). We first show that then /(1)^0. For if

/(1) = 0 then/(j)/(0=0, for all s, t in G. If/(r)^0, for some t, then the last state-

ment implies that/(j)=0, for all s in G, a contradiction to/(i)^0. Thus, if i=l,

we obtain f(s)=f#(s), i.e.,/=/#, so that/is central (Theorem 1.1).

Before we proceed with the proof of the converse we note a few well-known

facts concerning almost periodic functions. Let Ga be the Bohr group of G and

a: G->G" the canonical continuous monomorphism (Theorem 3.1) of G onto a

dense subgroup of Ga. Denote by <f>a the functions on G" associated with almost

periodic functions <f> on G, by &a(G) the continuous almost periodic complex

functions on G, and (as defined in §1) by ^(Ga) the continuous complex functions

on G". Then the following holds :

(a) If <f> is central then so is fa.

(b) The map <f>^-fa is an algebra homomorphism from i^(G) to ^(Ga)

which commutes with complex conjugation.

(c) The finite-dimensional continuous unitary representations p of G and p"

of Ga are in bijective correspondence.

(d) In (c) irreducible representations and unitary equivalence classes correspond.

(e) If p and p" correspond then (xP)a=Xpa-

For facts concerning the Bohr group see [21].

Now, continuing the proof, we denote by /„. fat) dt the invariant integral on the

algebra J^(G), i.e., j* fat) dt = jG„ fa(u) du. If fa and fae^a(G), denote

Í* fa{t){fa{t))~ dt by {fa, fay*. Then < , >* is an inner product on ^(G). We
require a lemma.

Lemma 4.2. If<f> is a central function in ^(G) and (</>, xi>>* = 0,/o/' every p in ¡%,

then </)=0.

Proof. By (a) above, fa is central. Hence, and because Ga is compact,

W\\l =   2   K^.x.«)!2-

However, since 0i[Ga) is in bijective correspondence with ^(G) (by (c) above),

since X/)" = (x>)a and since (fa Xo>* = Íg° <Ptt(u)(Xp°(u))~ du (by (b)), it follows that

11^11=   2  K-A.x,)*!2.
peM(a)

Now, by assumption, (fa xP>* = 0, for all p. Therefore, ||<£a|||=0, and since fa is

continuous, this implies that fa = 0, so that <f>=0.
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The proof of the theorem will be complete if we can show that, for every p in 0t,

(***) HJ if, x*>* = ̂  if, Xo>*      (s e G).

For in this case, since / is central and /# 0, there is some p in 0t such that

if, X,>**0 (Lemma 4.2). Hence, for thatP, /(í)//(1)=x.W/Xp(1)- If also Xo(s)/xo(\)

=f(s)/f(\), where a e 0t, then one sees easily from Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 4.1

that p=a.

In order to prove (***) we consider latz$il/.f(xsx~1t)(xP(t))~dxdt. By the

Fubini Theorem this is §ie(xP(t))~(§Glzf(xsx~1t)dx)dt. But since/(1)^0, this

equals, via (*),

l^(xp(t))-^j^dt =^jj(t)(xp(t))- dt =^if,Xp>*,

where the second equation follows from the remarks made about the Bohr group.

On the other hand,

f     f Axsx-itXxJtt))- dxdt=\    ( f f(xsx-H)(xp(t)Y dt) dx.
Jaiz J* Jam \J* I

Keeping in mind that f* is invariant under left translation we have

^J(xsx-H)(xP(t)Y dt = JytOOa**-1*-1'))- dt.

Since (xp(y))~ =Xp(y~1), it follows that (x#(»"1*"1ÍAr =XB(J~1xsx~1); and since

XP is central, we get Xp(t~1xsx~1) = xP(xsx~1t~1). Therefore

[/(w-'iM))" dt = ^f(t)Xp(xsx-H-")dt

and hence

f     f f(xsx-H)(xP(t)Y dxdt=\    ( f f(t)Xp(xsx-H-i) dt) dx
Jaiz J* Jaiz \J* I

= ^f(t)(jGzXÂxsx-H-i)dx)dt.

By the first part of the present theorem, xP satisfies (*), so that the last term equals

J>: m
Hence

Xp(s)   I     f(t\(.. ttW- Jt —  Xp(s)

Xo(s)xp(t-1) dt

X,(l)

The proof of Theorem 4.2 is now complete.

J/(0(x,(0)-^ = ̂ </,x,>,
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We now derive irreducibility criteria for finite-dimensional continuous unitary

representations.

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a [Z]-group and p a finite-dimensional continuous unitary

representation of G. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for p to be irreducible

is that either conditions (1) and (2) or conditions (1) and (3) hold, where (1), (2), and

(3) are as follows:

(1) f    P(xyx-í)dx = ^Idl¡       (ye G).
Jaiz Xp\1)

(2) |xp|2 is a function on G/Z and J"G/Z |xfl(*)|2 dx=\.

(3) | (px(v), vy\2 is a function on G/Z and, for \\v || = 1,

f   \<pM,vy]2dx = dp-\
Jaiz

Before we give the proof we remark that the left-hand side of (1) is meaningful;

it is simply p#(y), as defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Proof. Assume first that p is irreducible. Then (1) is simply equation (**)

derived in the course of the proof of the character formula (Theorem 4.2). Also (2)

and (3) have been verified in Theorem 2.2 and its corollaries.

Now assume first that p is unitary and that (1) holds. Then, by the semisimplicity

of p, we have p = 2t = i © p'» where the />' are irreducible unitary representations,

and K„ = 2í=i 0 Vt, an orthogonal direct sum, where Vx is invariant under p and

(j>i)x = (px)vl, for x e G and i= 1,..., r. In terms of a suitable orthonormal basis for

Vp we have p(x) = p1(x) ©• • •© pr(x). Hence JG/Z pixyx'1) dx is a matrix made up

of blocks down the diagonal of the form J"G/Z p^xyx'1) dx. Since p' is irreducible

and unitary, the first half of the present theorem implies that

i    p\xyx ~x)dx = d;( ̂ OO/*» „•.
Jaiz

On the other hand, applying (1), we see that Xp'(y)dpi1=Xpi.y)dp1, for each

i= 1,..., r. Therefore, xAy)dp~i1=Xp<(y)dpi1, for all /,/ For i^j, this is a nontrivial

dependence relation, a contradiction to Proposition 3.1 unless p* and p* are

equivalent; but then they are unitarily equivalent.

For each i (i=l, ...,r) let At: V1-*Vl be a unitary operator satisfying

Ai(p1)x = (pi)xAi, for all x in G. (Here, A1 = I.) Let w be any vector in Kj of norm 1,

and let ul=Al(w). Then ut e Vt, ||«,|| = 1, and

</4(«i), «i> = WMiW), AiWy = <A¿pUw)), At(w)y = <P», *>,

because At is unitary. Now denote 2í=i © «i by u, so that w e Kp, ||m||2 = 2i llMtl|2=r>

and therefore u ± 0. Since px(u) = 2 © px(u¡), it follows that

<px(u), «> = /2 ^("')> 2 "A = 2 </,*("i)' "'>>
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since V¡ is orthogonal to V¡, if i^j, and each Vt is invariant under pK Consequently,

r

I ipx(u), u) |2 =   2   <Px(Mi), "(> </>í("y)> "í> "
¡,í=i

and therefore

But

Í    | iPx(u), u} |2 dx = 2 f    </>*(«(), «t> <i»i("y)> ">> " ¿*-
Jaiz i.i Jaiz

<Px(ud, w¡><pi("í)>"y>" dx =        <pí(w), w></)¿(w), w>-¿¿,
Jg/z Jg/z

which equals <y (by Theorem 2.2), since p1 is an irreducible unitary representation

and ||w|| = l. Therefore

r'c„i.\ipx(u),ü)\2dx = Te/ =
•»G/Z ¡,J

Now, for any A in R, ipx(Xu), Xu) = |A|2<i>*(«), ">> so that

|<MA«),AU>|2= |A|«| <,,(«), u>|a

and therefore

f    | <^(A«), A«> |2 ¿x = |A|4 f    | iPx(u), u> |2 ¿x.
Jg/z JaizJaiz Jaiz

Since «t^O, we may take A= 1/||«||. Let v — Xu. Then

f    I <pM, »> I2 dx = H| -* f    | <^(m), k> I2 rfx = r2cfli/r2 = V,
Jaiz Jaiz

since ¡«||2=r.

Now assume that (3) holds. Then, since ||»|| = 1, we have

f    \iPx(v),v}\2dx = dp-\
Jaiz

Thus Cpi—dp1. Taking into account that cpi=dp~11 (since p1 is irreducible), and

that dp=rdpi, we see that r= 1, so that p is irreducible.

Now assume that (1) and (2) hold. Then, by the proof of the part of the converse

involving condition (1) we have Xp(x)=rxB1(x), foi all x in G. Hence

lx,WI2 = ñxAx)\\
so that

f    |Vfl(x)|2¿x=l=r2f     \xAx)\2dx.
Jaiz Jaiz

Since p1 is irreducible, it follows from the first part of the present theorem that

Jg/z \Xp1(x)\2 dx=l. Hence r= 1, and p is indeed irreducible.
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Remark. For example it follows from Theorem 4.3 (via the Fubini Theorem)

that if p and a are continuous irreducible unitary representations of G and H,

respectively, and G, H e [Z] then p <g> a is a continuous irreducible unitary repre-

sentation ofGxH. Although this result is true for general locally compact groups,

it is interesting that for [Z]-groups its proof can be made to depend upon integra-

tion.

The proof of Theorem 4.3 also yields the following:

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3, p is a primary representation

if and only if it satisfies (1) of Theorem 4.3.

The following proposition generalizes a result of I. M. Isaacs and D. S. Passman

[9] while relying on their method of proof as well as a theorem of D. Suprunenko(n).

Proposition 4.1. Let G be a locally compact group which is nilpotent of class 2

and p e 3>t(G). If p is faithful on Z(G) then p is faithful and [G:Z] is finite; in fact

[G:Z]=d2p.

Proof. We first show Suppx^Z. If x$Z then there is a ysG such that

yxy~1x~1^l. But this commutator eG'^Z. Hence yxy_1—zx where zeZ and

z^l. It follows that Xp(yxy~1)=Xp(x)=Xp(zx). On the other hand, since p is irre-

ducible, p(zx) = \(z)p(x) where A e Z"\ Thus Xp(.zx) = Kz)Xp(x)- Since Xp(z) = d0\(z)

we have Xp(zx)=dp1Xp(z)xP(x). If x^W^O then xP(z)dp1 = l. It is well known and

easy to see that Ker p={x \ x e G, Xp(x) = dp). It follows that z = 1 since pz is faithful,

a contradiction.

It follows from the above that Ker pzZ and hence is trivial. Thus p is faithful.

A theorem of Suprunenko tells us that [G:Z] <co. By Theorem 4.3 (since G is a

[Z]-group), JG/Z \xP(x)\2 dx=l. However, for x$Z we have |x/>(*)|2=0, so that

1 = Jo/z <Pi\Xp(x)\2 dx=]GIZ \xp(z)\2 dx. Since \xP(z)\2=dp on Z we have

1 = ¿>G,z(i) = d2[G:Z]-\

since [G:Z] is finite.

Remark. Although it is true that in a nilpotent group any nontrivial normal

subgroup intersects the center nontrivially, so that the first assertion of the Prop-

osition follows directly, in order to verify the second one it is necessary to show

Supp x„£Z.
The following corollary gives a method for constructing groups which satisfy

many finiteness conditions but are not [M4P]-groups.

Corollary. Let G be an infinite group with the property that G'=Z(G) has order

p, a prime. Then each p e 01(G) annihilates Z(G).

(") We are indebted to Professor O. Kegel for calling to our attention this theorem which

appears in Soluble and nilpotent linear groups, by D. Suprunenko, Amer. Math. Soc. Trans-

lations of Math. Monographs, vol. 9, 1963.
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Proof. If there is a p e 0t(G) which doesn't annihilate Z(G) then pz is faithful

and hence [G:Z]<co. Since Z is finite then so is G, a contradiction.

5. Extension of group characters; representations of bounded degree. We begin §5

with some definitions.

Definition 1. If H is an abelian topological group and x : H -> T is a continuous

homomorphism with values in the circle group (written multiplicatively) we call

X a group character of H, in order to distinguish from our previous use of the

term "character."

Definition 2. Let G be a topological group, H an abelian subgroup, x a group

character of H, and p a finite-dimensional continuous representation of G. We say

P extends x if p(y)=x(y)he, for all y in H.

Theorem 5.1. Let G be an [MAP]-group and Ka compact subgroup of G. Then

each continuous unitary irreducible representation of K is (up to unitary equivalence)

an irreducible component of the restriction pK of a finite-dimensional continuous

irreducible unitary representation p of G.

Proof. For each p in ¿%(G), pK is a continuous finite-dimensional unitary

representation of K. By semisimplicity we have

(*) PK  =  °i® /»S ©•••©<

where of is a continuous irreducible unitary representation of K, for i= 1,..., rp.

Let fe ^c(K). Since Kis closed in G the Tietze Extension Theorem applied to the

real and imaginary parts of/yields a continuous extension/* on G. Since G is in

[MAP], it follows from the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem that/* can be uniformly

approximated on the compact set K by representative functions associated with

¿%(G). Thus, for e > 0, we have

IN    de? Pk
/*- 2   2   c'Vfy    < «.

fc=i i,y=i \\k

for some p1,..., pN in ¿%(G) and c% in C. Sincef=(f*)K, it follows from (*) applied

to p1,..., pN that/can be uniformly approximated to within e on K by representa-

tive functions arising from {of" \i=l,.. .,rp";k=l,..., N). Hence the repre-

sentative functions associated with {of | p e&t(G), i—l,..., rp} are uniformly

dense in ^(K). Since K is compact, ||g||2á \g\n> f°r every g in ^(K), so that the

representative functions arising from {o?} are dense in L2(K). By the above and by

the orthogonality relations for the compact group K the coefficient functions of the

of form a maximal orthonormal family in L2(K) and therefore the of comprise

(up to unitary equivalence) all continuous irreducible unitary representations of K.

Corollary 1. Let G be an [MAP]-group and K be a compact central subgroup.

Then each group character of K extends to a continuous finite-dimensional irreducible

unitary representation of G.
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Proof. Let x be the given group character of K. By Theorem 5.1, choose a

continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation p of G, so that x

is a component of pK. As usual, p(y)z=è(y)hl,, for y in K, since K is central and p

irreducible, where £ is some group character of K. But since K is abelian,

Pk=xx ©' ' '© Xr, where x' are 1-dimensional unitary representations of K, i.e.,

group characters, and x\ say, is equivalent to x- Evidently, x1=X- Combining the

above we conclude that xi==X1 = f> f°r all i. Hence x = £- Thus p extends x-

Corollary 2. Let G be an [MAP]-group and K be a compact subgroup of G.

Then the restriction map &r(G) -> &&K) is surjective.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 3. Let G be an [MAP]-group and K a compact Lie subgroup. Then

there exists a continuous finite-dimensional unitary representation p of G whose re-

striction to K is faithful.

Proof. We first observe that any group has a faithful continuous unitary rep-

resentation if and only if it has a finite number of irreducible ones which separate

the points. Applying this to a faithful representation of K we obtain a finite number

au..., <jr of irreducible representations of K which separate the points. By Theorem

5.1, choose irreducible representations p¡ of G such that each pt, when restricted

to K, contains at as an irreducible component. Their direct sum satisfies the

conclusion.

Remark. Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 2 and 3 are generalizations of facts known

to hold for compact groups.

We continue this section with some results on representations of bounded

degree. G1 denotes the connected component of 1 of the group G.

Although the next result is well known we prefer to give a proof and then exploit

the method.

Proposition 5.1. Let G be a group possessing a normal abelian subgroup A of

finite index. Then dp g [G : A] for all P e 01(G).

Proof. Let p e 01(G). Since A is normal we have, by Clifford's Theorem [2],

PA   =  S(01®0X2®---®GXr)

where ox(y) = o(xyx~1), xeG, ye A and the ct*i are unequivalent irreducible

unitary representations of A. Since A is abelian the o-*< are distinct and one-

dimensional. Let (axi)G be the induced representation of oxt to G. It is unitary and

therefore semisimple. Since A is of finite index it follows, by Frobenius Reciprocity

[3], that [(<Tx<)G:p] = [pA--°x>]=s. Hence deg(ox>)a=degox>[G:A] = [G:A]. Thus

dpè[G:A]/sï[G:A].

The following corollary sharpens the estimate of Theorem 2.3.

Corollary. Let G be a discrete [Z]-group and P e 01(G). Then dpS [G:Z]1/2.
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Proof. For any normal abelian subgroup A of finite index, we have sdp¿ [G: A].

If A=Z then pz = XI where A is one-dimensional. Thus r=l and s=dp, so that

d2ú[G:Z].

Remark. Actually, one can do better without Clifford's Theorem as follows.

Suppose [G:Z]< oo and p e 01(G). Let x = Kp), where A is the map defined in the

beginning of §6, and x e Z. Then xG is a continuous unitary representation of G of

degree [G:Z]. By reciprocity, [xa'a] = Wz'x\=^ if ° $ ^_1(x) and d„ if a e A_1(x).

Thus xG = 2aeA-1 oo d„a. In particular, [G : Z ] = 2„eA-1u, d2 and therefore df ^ [G : Z].

In [10] I. Kaplansky characterized locally compact unimodular groups all of

whose primitive representations are of bounded degree by polynomial identities

satisfied by the group algebra. The most important applications are obtained in the

case of a compact group where he proved the following theorem : If K is a compact

group and all the continuous irreducible unitary representations are of bounded

degree then Kx is abelian. Conversely, if K is a compact Lie group and Kx is abelian

then these representations are of bounded degree. (For the definitions, see [10](12).)

Theorem 5.2. Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group. If all the continuous

irreducible unitary Hubert space representations of G are finite-dimensional and of

bounded degree then Gx is abelian.

Proof. It follows from the Gelfand-Raikov Theorem that G, and hence G1; is in

[MAP]. Hence, by the theorem of Freudenthal-Weil [8], Gi = Vx # (direct product)

where F is a vector group and K is compact. By Theorem 5.1, the continuous

irreducible unitary representations of K are components of the restrictions of those

of G. Hence the continuous irreducible unitary representations of .AC are of bounded

degree. Thus Kx is abelian, by Kaplansky's Theorem. Since Kx = K, Gx is abelian.

On the other hand let G be a Lie group in [Z] and suppose G± is abelian. Then

since Gi is open in G so is ZGy. Consequently ZGX has finite index in G. Because Z

is central and G2 is normal abelian, ZGX is normal abelian. By Proposition 5.1 all

p ei%(G) are of bounded degree. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, we have the following

partial converse to Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.3. Let G be a Lie group in [Z]. IfGx is abelian then all the continuous

irreducible unitary representations of G are of bounded degree.

Remark. Both Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 generalize the corresponding results of

[10](13). In the case of a Lie group G, Theorem 5.3 also substantially generalizes

Theorem 2.3, since there Z had finite index and therefore Gj was actually central.

Further, both in Theorem 5.3 and the corresponding theorem of Kaplansky it is

essential that G be a Lie group, for there are many examples of compact totally

(12) Actually, the above results are not explicitly stated in [10] but follow directly from the

theorems contained there. In part this was also pointed out by Isaacs and Passman [9].

(13) We have been informed by Professor C. Moore that he has also recently generalized

Kaplansky's results along similar lines.
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disconnected groups with continuous irreducible representations of unbounded

degree.

A direct consequence of a recent result of E. Thoma [19] is:

Theorem 5.4. Let G be a countable discrete group. Then G is a [Z]-group if and

only if (I) the continuous irreducible unitary representations of G are all finite

dimensional, and (2) G is an FC-group^*).

Proof. For any [Z]-group the conjugacy classes are compact [7] and therefore

finite in the case of a discrete group. Condition (1) is the conclusion of Theorem 2.1.

Conversely, if G is a countable discrete group then condition (1) implies that G is

of type I in the sense of Mackey. (See, for instance, G. W. Mackey, The theory of

group representations, University of Chicago Notes, 1955.) Theorem 6 of [19] tells

us that G has a normal abelian subgroup A of finite index. Let x1; x2,..., xn be a

complete set of coset representatives oTG/A. Then, by (2), C(x¡), the centralizer of

x¡, has finite index in G for each i. Hence f)f= x (C(x,) n A) is a subgroup of G of

finite index. Since A is abelian, this subgroup is central, and therefore G e [Z].

Conjecture. We believe the above to be a special case of the following more

general theorem.

Let G be a locally compact group. A necessary and sufficient condition for G to be

a [Z]-group is

(1) Ge[SIN],

(2) G e [FD]~, i.e., the commutator subgroup of G has compact closure.

(3) The continuous irreducible unitary representations of G are all finite-

dimensional.

The necessity of (1) and (2) was proven in [7]. Condition (3) is the conclusion of

Theorem 2.1. We remark that it is a natural generalization of the one investigated

by Kaplansky.

Our next result generalizes the following classical theorem of Pontrjagin as well

as our Theorem 3.1. Its proof, however, makes use of both these theorems.

Theorem of Pontrjagin. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let H be a

closed subgroup ofG. Then every group character x°fH extends to a group character

£ ofG. Moreover, ifx0 e G, x0 $ H, then f can be chosen so that f(x0)^0.

Theorem 5.5. Let G be a \Z\-group and H a closed central subgroup of G. Then

each group character x of H extends to a continuous finite-dimensional irreducible

unitary representation p of G. Moreover, if x0 e G, x0 £ H, then p can be chosen so

that p(x0)^Idß.

Proof. By Pontrjagin's Theorem, x extends to the center Z of G. Hence, as far

as the extension of x is concerned, we may assume that the given central subgroup

is Z and reserve the use of H for other purposes. By the Structure Theorem [7],

(14) G is an FC-group if it has finite conjugacy classes.
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we have G=VxH (direct product), where H contains a compact open normal

subgroup K. Evidently, V is central, and K normal, in G. Let L=ZK. Then L is an

open subgroup of G (since it contains VK); furthermore it is normal and it contains

Z. Since G e [Z], L has finite index in G.

Consider xkm- This is clearly a group character of the compact central subgroup

K n Z of K. Since K is an [MAP]-%ro\xp, it follows from Corollary 1 of Theorem

5.1 that x/rnz extends to a continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary

representation y : K -> Un(C). If z^=z2k2 (where zi eZ,kte K) then z21z1=k2ki1

so that k2klxeKr\Z and therefore, since y extends xsm, we have y(k2kí^

=x(^r1)A.- It follows that y(k2)y(k1)-1=x(l(2kî 1)/„=x(z¿"1z1)/nand, from this,

that x(^2M^2)=x(^2)x(^2"1ZiMfci)=x(2i)y(^i). Now define o:L-+Un(C) by

a(zA:)=x(z)y(/c). The above shows that o is well defined. Since y is a unitary repre-

sentation and |x(z)| = 1, for z in Z, it follows that o is unitary. Moreover, by the

above,

o(k1z1k2z2) = o(z1z2k1k2) = x(ziz¿)v(ki.k2) = x^OxfeMfciMfca)

= (x(ziMy(x(z2)#2)) = o(ziki)a(z2k2),

so that a is a homomorphism. In addition, oK = y, for if A: e K, then &= lfc, 1 e Z,

and CT(A)=x(lMA) = y(Ä:). Since o extends y and y is irreducible, so is o. In order to

complete the proof of the above assertion, we must show that o is continuous.

Consider the canonical epimorphism m: KxZ^-KZ defined by m(k, z)=kz and

the unitary representation o* of KxZ defined by o*(k, z)=x(zM&)- Then we have

the commutative diagram

KxZ-—-5-> Un(C)

Since x and y are continuous on Z and K, respectively, it follows that a* is con-

tinuous. Since m is surjective, it follows from the above that o is continuous if m

is open; and since L is open in G the latter will be the case if m: KxZ^- G is an

open map. Let U be a neighborhood of 1 in KxZ. Then f/2 UK x Uz (where UK

and Uz are neighborhoods of 1 in K and Z, respectively) and Uv = V n {7Z is a

neighborhood of 1 in K Thus m(i/)2m(C/s x UV)=UKUV=UVUK, and the last set

is open in G since G=VxH and X is open in H. Thus m is an open map and o is

indeed continuous.

For z in Z, we have a(z) = a(zl) = x(z)y(l)=x(z)4» by the above. Thus a is a

continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of L which extends

XonZ.

Let p be any irreducible component of the induced representation oG. Then p is

a continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of G. Since
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[G:L] is finite the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem yields [pL:a] = [aG:p]>0.

Because L is normal, it follows from Clifford [2] that

PL = s(a1@cjx2®...®axr)

where the notation is as in Proposition 5.1. Therefore (pL)z = pz=xhm-

Now we show that there exists p in 0i(G) so that p(x0)^I, where x0 e G, but

x0 £ H. If the p found above has this property, the proof is finished. Otherwise,

assume p(x0)=I. Let ■n: G ->• G/i/ be the canonical epimorphism. Since G/H is a

[Z]-group and x0H^H there exists (by Theorem 3.1) a in 0t(G/H) having the

property that <jh=/and a(x0H)^I. Evidently, a e 01(G), oH=I, and ct(x0)^7. Now

(o- ® p)(x0) = a(x0) ® p(x0) = ct(x0) ® / and the latter is not equivalent to Idpda

since a(x0)^Id<i. On the other hand, (a <g> p)H = aH <g> pH=I® pH. But pH=xhp-

Hence (ct <g> p)H=xh„da- Now a (g) p is a continuous, finite-dimensional, unitary

representation of G. By semisimplicity, a <g> p = ^ <g) • • • ® pr, where px e ^(G).

Since i/ is central, pi(h) = xÁ.h)Idp¡, for A e H, and each /. Comparing this with the

above result, we conclude that (xt)H = X, f°r each i, ana that each p¡ extends x on H.

However, for some i, pi(x0)^Idegpt; for if pi(x0)=IiegPl, for all i, then (a ® p)(x0)

=h„da, a contradiction. Then, for that i, pt extends x, Pi{xo)¥"I, and p¡e0e(G).

(Actually, pf may not be in 01(G) ; but since it is equivalent to an element of 02(G)

and since the properties in question are obviously invariant under unitary equiv-

alence we may assume pt e 01(G).)

Corollary. Let G be a [Z]-group and H a compactly generated central Lie sub-

group. Then G has a continuous finite-dimensional unitary representation p whose

restriction to H is faithful.

The proof is similar to that of Corollary 3 of Theorem 5.1.

Remark 1. Although Theorem 5.5 is a considerably better result than Corollary

1 of Theorem 5.1 (which is also used in the proof of Theorem 5.5) it does not

supersede that corollary, because [MAP]-groups are not necessarily [Z]-groups.

In fact, they need not even be [SJTVJ-groups. A pertinent counterexample is the

following, adapted from S. Murakami [13]. Let G be the semidirect product Hx„K,

where H is the weak direct sum of countably many copies of Z, discretely

topologized, K is the direct product of a countable number of copies of 5l(Z),

the automorphism group of Z, with the product topology, and ^((ei))((xi)) = (ei(xi)).

Since G is totally disconnected, and nondiscrete, in order to show that G £ [SIN]

it suffices to show that G contains no compact normal subgroup. If Q is such a

subgroup let Q* = QK. Then Q* is a compact subgroup of G containing K. We

show that Q* = K, so that Qf^K. Since Q* n H=(l), the canonical epimorphism

G-+G/H is faithful on Q*. Since G/H^K, it follows from this that Q* = K. A

direct calculation shows that K contains no nontrivial normal subgroup of G.

For each positive integer n, let Hn be the subgroup of H consisting of elements

of the form (x¡) where x¡ = 0, for i en; Hn is a closed normal subgroup ofG. Since
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G/H is compact, in order to show that G e [MAP], it suffices to show that points of

H can be separated from the identity by continuous finite-dimensional unitary

representations of G. Hence, since p)n Hn = (l), it suffices to show that, for each n,

G/Hn g [MAP]. Let Kn be the subgroup of ^consisting of elements of the form (e¡),

where e(= 1, for i^n. It is easy to see that HKJHn is a normal abelian subgroup of

finite index in G/Hn. Via Frobenius reciprocity it then follows that G/Hn e [MAP].

Remark 2. Theorem 5.5 (and Pontrjagin's Theorem) can be slightly generalized

as follows: let G, H, x be as above, but H not necessarily closed. Let x0e G but

x0 $ H, the closure of H in G. Then there exists p in 01(G) which extends x on H

and has the property that p(x0)^=I. Observe that since T is complete and x is a

continuous homomorphism H -> T, x extends (by uniform continuity) to a group

character of H, HqZ. Then proceed as before, replacing H by H.

Remark 3. Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 5.1 shed light on some

results of §3 of [7]. There we proved that if G e [Z], H is a central subgroup of G,

V is a vector group and </> : H -»■ V is a continuous homomorphism then </> extends

to a continuous homomorphism i/i: G -> V. Moreover, we showed by example that

(even if G were compact) the analogous statement was false if V was replaced by

T and noted that this was in marked contrast with the abelian theory. Theorem 5.5

and Corollary 1 of Theorem 5.1 show that such an extension does exist if one

enlarges the representation space.

Remark 4. The part of Theorem 5.5 asserting the existence of the extension

yields a proof of Theorem 3.1 which is independent of infinite-dimensional repre-

sentation theory. For let x e G, x=£ 1. Since G/Z is compact, in order to separate x

from 1 we may assume that x e Z. The result then follows from the abelian theory

together with the extension theorem. Thus all our results can be made to depend

only on the classical theory of compact and abelian groups.

Definition. Let G be a locally compact group and p a continuous finite-

dimensional representation of G (to GL(n, C)). If there is an open subgroup H of G

on which p is faithful we say that p is locally faithful.

The next theorem enables us to study [Z]-groups with representations as above.

Theorem 5.6. If G is a Lie group in [Z] then there exists a continuous finite-

dimensional unitary representation of G which is locally faithful on Z(G)(15).

Proof. First assume that G contains no vector subgroup. Now Z(G)= V* x H*,

where V* is a vector group and H* contains a compact open normal subgroup K*.

By the above assumption, V* = (l), so that Z(G) contains a compact open normal

subgroup, K*. The latter is a compact Lie group and, as such, has a faithful

continuous unitary representation o. Since K* is abelian, <r=xi ©• • •© Xr where

the Xi are group characters of K*. Since o is faithful, {xi\ i=l, ■ ■ -, r} separates the

points of K*. Since K* is central, there exists (by Theorem 5.5 or by Corollary 1

(1<s) In a later work we will show that if in addition G is compactly generated, then G

actually has a faithful, continuous, finite-dimensional, unitary representation.
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of Theorem 5.1) {pj i=\,.. .,r], ple0t(G), where p, extends xi- Let p = pi©- • -©p,.

Then p is a continuous finite-dimensional unitary representation of G which is

faithful on K*. This proves the theorem in this special case.

In general, G=VxH, where H contains K, a compact open normal subgroup.

Clearly, H is a Lie group. Moreover He [Z] and H contains no vector subgroup,

because H1=K1. Hence, by the above, there exists a finite-dimensional continuous

unitary representation p of Hand a compact open subgroup K* of Z(H) such that

pK. is faithful. Let y : V -> T2m (where m = dim V) be a faithful continuous unitary

representation of V. Then y ® p is a continuous finite-dimensional unitary repre-

sentation of G which is faithful on VxK*. Now Z(G)= VxZ(H). Hence VxK*

is open in Z(G).

Corollary. Let G be a locally compact group with a center of finite index. Then

G is a Lie group if and only if G possesses a locally faithful finite-dimensional con-

tinuous unitary representation.

Proof. If G possesses such a representation then the classical theorem of Carian

states that G is a Lie group. On the other hand, if G is a Lie group and [G:Z] is

finite then Theorem 5.6 yields a continuous finite-dimensional unitary representa-

tion p and an open subgroup L of Z(G) such that pL is faithful. Since L is now also

open in G this completes the proof.

6. An orthogonality relation and a criterion for equivalence of representations.

Since each continuous finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation p of G

has the property that p(z) = X(z)I, where zeZ and A is a group character of Z, this

gives a map p -» Xp. If p and a are unitarily equivalent then Xp=Xa and, in particular,

(Xp)zdp1 = (x<,)zd¿1, i.e., XP = X„. Hence we have a map A: 01(G) ->-Z, where Z

denotes the character group of Z. Theorem 5.5 asserts that if G e [Z] then A is

surjective.

The next theorem gives an orthogonality relation analogous to one known to

hold for compact groups ; but it is less comprehensive than the latter.

Theorem 6.1. Let Ge[Z] and p,ae 01(G), where p^a. IfXp = X„, where X is the

map defined above, then the function x—> ipx(u), u'~)iarx(v), v'}~, where u, u' e Vp

andv, v' e Va, is in ^(G/Z) and jG/z ipx(u), u")iox(v), v")~ dx=0,for allu, u', v, v'.

Proof. For x in G and z in Z, we have

W«),«')^),»')" = Afl(z)(A„(z))-<px(M), u'}iox(v), v'y.

Since A0 = A„ and A„(z) " = X„(z) ~1, it follows that the function in question is constant

on cosets of Z. It is obviously continuous. Now let

cp(u, u', v, v') =        ipx(u), u'yia^v), v'}- dx.
Jaiz
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For fixed (u, v) e Vp x Va, </> is conjugate linear in u' and linear in v'. Hence there

exists, for each (u, v) in Vp x V„, a linear operator Bu¡v : V„ -» Vp so that

<£„>')> u'y = fau, u', v, v'),

for all u, u', v, v'. Hence, for y in G and (u, v) in Vp x V„,

<.Bu-voy(v'), u'y = fau, u', v, oy(v')y =     (px(u), u'y(ox(v), oy(v')y- dx
Jaiz

<pyX(u),u'y(oyx(v),oy(v')y-dx,
Jaiz

where we have used the invariance of the Haar integral. But

<Pv*(«), "'> = </>*("), py\u')y   and   (oyx(v), oy(v')y = <ox(v), v">.

Hence we have

<Bu,voy(v'), u'y = fau, Py\u'), v, v'y = <bu¡v(v'), Py\u')y = <PyBUtV(v'), u'y.

Since this holds for all u', v', it follows that Bu<voy = pyBu¡v, for all y e G and

(u, v) e Vp x V0. However, p and a are inequivalent irreducible representations.

Therefore, 5Ufl)=0. Hence fau, u', v, v') = 0, for all u, u', v, v'. This completes the

proof.

Corollary. If{uu ..., udo} and{vu ..., vdc} are orthonormal bases in Vp and V0,

respectively, and (píj(x)) and (okl(x)) the corresponding coordinate functions then

Pu(x)(^ki(x))~ dx = 0       (for all i,j, k, I)
Jgiz

and

XPXc dx = 0.
Jaiz

In order to interpret this result, let J^, for p in 3&, be the subspace of L2(G)

spanned by the family {dll2wv2pi}\i,j=l,.. .,dp). These functions form an

orthonormal basis for &p and if p, o e 0t, p^o, and \p = A0 then J^ and !Fa are

orthogonal in L2(G)(16). It might be conjectured that more comprehensive ortho-

gonality relations exist than those described in Theorems 6.1 and 2.2. However, this

is not the case; in fact, one has complete orthogonality if and only if the group is

compact. The proof will appear elsewhere; it is related to a Plancherel formula

for [Z]-groups. The Plancherel measure will be given explicitly.

We conclude the section by deriving criteria for the (unitary) equivalence of two

continuous irreducible unitary representations of G.

(le) As we will show in a subsequent publication, these spaces may be viewed as representa-

tion spaces for G.
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Proposition. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and f and t] group

characters of G. Then £=17 if and only if || £ - 771| G < \/3.

Proof. For x in G, we have |f(x)—rj(x)| = |l—i?(x)f-1(x)|. If l^rj then->j|_1 is

not identically 1. We show that if x e G (the character group ofG) and x is different

from 1 then there is x0 e G such that |x(*o)-l| ~è\/3. This implies ||^—"^lle = -x/3,

a contradiction. Since (x(G)Y is a nontrivial closed subgroup of T, we have either

(x(G)Y =T or (x(G))~, and hence x(G), is a group of roots of unity. In the first case

there exists a net xv in G such that x(xv) converges to — 1. Then |x(*v)— 11 converges

to 2.

On the other hand, if x(G) is the group of nth roots of unity (n 12) the worst

case is clearly n = 3, in which there exists a point x0 such that \x(Xo)-l\ = V3-

This completes the proof.

In general this is the best possible estimate because if x is a faithful character of

Z3then ||x-l|z, = V3andx/l.

Corollary. If G is a connected locally compact abelian group then f=ij if and

onlyif\\Ç-r)\\G<2.

Proof. This result follows immediately from the proof of the proposition.

Again, this is the best possible result since, for any characters £, r¡,

U—n\\a â ||£||g+IMIg = 2.

Theorem 6.2. Let G be a [Z]-group and p and a be elements of 01(G). Then p = a

if and only if \xp-Xa\a< 1.

Proof. Since jx^Cl) — XtrCOl < 1 it follows that dp = da; let n denote the common

value. For z in Z, we have |xo(z)_X<7(z)| =«|Afl(z)-A„(z)|. Therefore,

|A„-AJZ = n^Wxp-xAz ̂  «"ÍXp-xJg < n~\

Therefore, A„ = Aff, by the Proposition. Hence, by Theorem 6.1, we have

w(x)Xp(x)(xÁx)Y dx = 0 =  i w(x)xa(x)(xp(x)Y dx,
Jo Jo

in case p and a are inequivalent. However, by Theorem 4.3, we have

f Hx)\xp(x)\2 dx = 1 = f w(x)\Xo(x)\2 dx.
Ja Ja

It follows directly from the hypothesis of the theorem that

w(x)\xp(x)-Xo(x)\2 â w(x),

for every x in G. It follows from the above that

2 =  í w(x)|x,(x)-x„(*)|2¿* Ú  f w(x)dx.
Ja Ja
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However, one sees easily from Theorem 1.2 that JG w(x) dx=l, so that a contra-

diction results.

Corollary. It follows from the proof of Theorem 6.2 that if p,oe 01(G) and

dp = d„ then p = o if and only if \\xP - Xa I a < V2-
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